How do you present
your lectures?
Annotations /
Live Writing

Slides

Are you working through
formulas or are you
emphasizing main points?

Are your slides mostly
images or text/bullet points?

Images

Mix

Text

Are you referencing
detailed charts/data?

YES

NO

Combo

(ie. chalkboard)

Emphasizing
main points

Consider dividing your
lectures into cohesive
segments that use either
slides or annotations.
Follow the charts for
slides and annotations
to determine the
best approach for
your material.

Formulas

Do you directly use/reference
the images in your lecture?
No, they are
decorative
images to
convey feeling
or interest.

Yes, the
images are
relevant to
the topic.

Record your
lecture via
Zoom and share
your screen
to display
your slides.

ADDITIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS:
You have points
where you talk
without referencing
an image.

NO

Do you have
written notes?

Record your lecture
via Zoom using
the Whiteboard
feature to annotate
while you talk.
Consider doing
this on a tablet.

Provide your
lecture as a written
document in
bCourses either by
uploading a file or
writing directly on a
bCourses page.

YES

Post your notes on
bCourses either by
uploading a file or
writing directly on
a bCourses page.

Do you still
think it’s
important
to demo?

ADDITIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS:
You address sensitive
material, you demo
something physically,
you tell a captivating story,
you generally feel
your physical image
is important to
the material.

Do you include any of the other
following components in your lectures?
Video or
audio clips

Student
interaction

Provide direct links to the video
or audio clips by adding them to
bCourses. Consider linking them
from a bCourses page so you can
add additional written context.

Add discussion forums in bCourses
with the questions you
would’ve asked in class.
Provide guidelines for how
you’d like students to respond.
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Graded components

(ie. quizzes, written feedback, etc.)

Add the quiz or assignment
submission in bCourses.

